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ABSTRACT
Earth resistivity measurements are usually made using
an applied current source, often a square wave. An optimasm
linear systoem is derived for the detection of a square wave.
A synchronous systeami is also desecribed. it is almost as
good for signal detection, having a signal-to-noise gain of
27 as comtpared to 30 for the linear system, and superior
in portability and ease of obtaining data. If one takes
I mv/ops bandwidth/km as representative of average earth
noise, the system can detect signals down to 40 microvolts.
Man-made conductors, such as fences, lying close to
the measuring equipment can distort readings. An analytical
solution for a fence, parallel to the line of meaurements,
is presented, The solution has been evaluated over fairly
wide range of the variables, using a digital computer, and
tables of ra;Slts are included.
Finally, some field data is presented and discussed.
The method is found to be very useful for mapping both
horisontal and vertical variations in the conductivity
structure and in the regional geology. 14easurenents were
made at mxima dipole separation of 12 miles. No trend
towards a change of resistivity i4th depth was found; using
Schlumberger's ourves an estimated minimum depth to a layer
thick enouuh to cause such a trend and having a resistivity
one one-hundredth that of the average surface value was
found to be three miles.
Thesis Supervisor: Theodore R. Madden
Title: Associate Professor of Geophysics
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INTRODUQ T I0
Determinations of electrical properties are most
accurate and detailed then made with applied urrent sources,
since the number of degrees of freedom in the interpretation
of the measurements are reduced by controlling the location,
strength and frequency of the source. The direct relation-
ship between the measured voltages and the unknown resistivi-
ties presents the simplest interpretation problem, although
even this problem is not sim.ple when the resistivity struc-
ture is complex. The techniques of measuring earth resis-
tivities on a relatively small scale arc well known and in
constant use. As the scale increases, however, thasethod
becomes limited by problems of signal detection; these
involve the large noise amplitudes encountered, rather than
small signals. When the scale reaches measurements of hundreds
of kilometers or more, the present state of the aot is
inadequate and one is forced t o use the noise itself to analyse
deep electrical properties.
This thesis reports or attempts to make large scale
measurements by improving signal detection techniques.
Successful measurements were made up to 20 kilometers without
utilizing the maximum capabilities of the instrument,
Older measurements have relled mostly on "brute force"




improved receiving devices, the physital size of the sending
syste can be reduced, allowling better portability and more
mobile operations. .etection problems are cornon these
days in the cor tunication sciences; their solutions usually
involve correlation techniques. The original Gish-Rooney
resistivity apparatus used such a technique. The method,
although siviple in concept, is powerful. The system
described in Chapter I is an extension of the Gish-Rooney
concept. Because of the peculiarities of alternating
current flows, low frequencies maust be used for deop resis-
tivity probing; long time spans are therefore neoessaxy in
the detection scheme.
An intercting problem encountered in making field
measurements is the determination of the effect of metal
fences whose length is of the same order of magnitude as
the dipoles used, or evea of the entire spread. An analytic
solution, made with the aid of certain simplifying assumptions,
is presented in Chapter Ii, together with a simple model
experiment.
Finally, a section of field data, taken as a test of
the apparatus, is presented and discussed in Chapter III,
-- - s-- I~II N'
CHAPTER I
INSTRENAT ION
1.0 The Opti 1lnnar $yst
Following Les, 1960, we define an opty~im ga
as one which produces minimum mean-square error, where the
mean-square error is given as
T -*D W
Minimizing this equation leads to the fact that the impulso
response of the system must satisfy the Wiener-Hopf equation,
viz: (Lee, 1960, pp* 364-*369)
S14(vv pt T±± .r)dr 1.2
for TiaO
where j, (i) is the input deslred output orossaorrelation
hopt(-) is the optimum linear system impulse response and
f,()As the input autooorrelation function.
In making resistivity measurements, square waves are
often used for the input signal, for two reasons: (a) A
low-frequency alternating current is desirable to avoid
polarization effects (b) Square waves are easy to generate.
Such a device is used in this project and will be discussed
later.
^___~___ _ _1^(~ _1~_1__^1~ __1^_~ ___ _ __I~~_~ ~ _
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It is necessary then to determine the required correla-
tion functions for a square wave The autooorrelation
function and power density spectrum of a square wave of
period 2 sec. are, respectively:
( + 2T)) 2NS : 1 2N
U ow 2 09 2 t 2N + 1
1N = O, a1, +2, ... 1.3
f o (1- a os n Wir):(w Ua N Wr)
Jo 1.4
These are derived in Appendix A. We note in passing
that a square wave has only odd harmonics. Intuitively,
one might suspeat that the optimum system will be one which
filters out everything except these frequencies, that is, a
so-called "o ob" filter.
Now, let the desired output be the square wave. Then,
since the input is this same square wave plus noise, we have
where r(t) is the message. If the noise is fn(t), we have:
ilhi ii mii
11
The usual assumption that the noise and signal are
unoorrelated is now made. This being the case, ',2}t) = O,
and we find thatI iOftt ,1 00 1m -1) 1 *1 .
Por the in1ut, we have :
f- [ tJ 4 t qT [r+ +r t t +-,;t
a aa i aT11(- + = m t() + T ) tr6
again assuming no correlation between signal and noise.
Substituting 1.7 and 1.8 into 1.2, we obtain1' '141' I .1 0-1 .9Lr + rntt)] Lra+ + y +T




as the necessary and sufficient ondittons for la m
mean-square error.
The power density spectrum of a square wave resists
factorization; fortunately, the WeinerHopf equation, 1.9,
in this oase can be solved houristically. ea know that
any solution is unique (Lee, 1960).
We also know that a square wave has only odd harmonies.
Hence, a system that filters out all but these harmonics is
4 good starting point.
Lee (1960) shows that a tapped delay line picks out
harmonics of all orders. Hence, a tapped delay line, which
is tapped twice in each period, with alternate signs at the
output of the taps, should select only even harmonics as
the number of taps becomes infinite, That is, let

















Sine 'f M( ) is a periodic function, the second
term on the left hand side is asiply T ( T). Also,
since n() is the autooorrelation function of random
noise, it is a monotonloally decreasing function; hence,
as N becomes larger, this term approaches zero. This term
represents the error, Thus, we see that for an infinite
number of taps, we obtain a system with zero er .or. By
making the number of taps large, we can make the er -or as
a IIIt
T to, - e)
I -I
small as is necessary.
This system cannot, of course, be realized with an
actual tapped delay line. However, the same effect can be
achieved by sampling the function every half period (say,
using a digital voltmeter with punched-Qard output) and
programming a digital computer to perform the required
averaging operations.
The transfer function of this system is shown in Appendix
B to be:
1.12
and its modulus to be:
I*6.
1.13
A plot of equation 1.13 for n 20 is shown in figure 1.1.
H~f5 co(',r )








101 Sinal - to * Xsh Gain of the ptin lAnar 8sstem
Lee (1960) abowa that, for a periodic sampling method,
the gain in signal-to-noase ratio, assuming the period of
the sampling function to be long enough to ensure independence
of the noise components of the samples, is:
0 - 1 10 log (n) db. 1414
where n is the number of samples. Hence, for, say,# n=1000,
we have
G 10 log (1000oo) db.
= 30 db. 1.15
If then, R is the input RMS noise to RMS signal ratio,
30 db. = 20 log v
or v = 32 1.16
indicating that the maximum tolerable ratio of noise to
signal at the input is about 30, if we are to detect the
signal.
----- -- NN MAII'YI) " WM III
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12 A S hronous stem
This system involves phase sensitive detection of the
received signal with respect to a control signal which is
synchronized to the sending ourrent by means of time signals
put out by W. W, V, The phase sensitive detector output is
essentially the zeroth lag cor-elation of the received
signal plus the noise with the control signal. The reoeived
signal and control signal are both square waves synobronised
together so that they give a not cor relation. The noise
is uncorrelated with the control signal and it contributes
only fluctuations to the phase detector output. The magnitude
of these fluctuations is reduced in accordance to the length
of time that is used to average the detector output, the
exact relationship having a J dependence. The existance
of solid state amplifiers with input impedances of 109 Oh
makes it possible to design such a receiving system, using
battery operated electoonie cireuits packaged in a small
case, capable of achieving averaging times of 1000 seconds,
Some prefiltering of the received signals is also incorporated
to reduce the noise to within the linear response region
of the detector system.
The sending system is also designed with solid state
devices, so that a portable system results. It can deliver
up to 2 amperes into the ground at 1400 volts, the current
being reversed in synchronism with 4. W. V. time signals,
--- - M holh I MOhM,
I8
so that remote correlation with the reoeiver detector can
be achieved. The power is provided by a I KW 400 ops motor
generator. A more detailed description and analysis of the
system is given below.
Sender
The overall sender system block diagram is shown in
Figure 1.2.
Power for the sender is drawn from a 115 volt o00 oycle
motor generator set. The current is regulated by means of
a series connected saturable reactor current regulator, then
rectified. The resulting regulated dc, is then converted
to a square wave by means of a switching circuit using
silicon controlled rectifiera (S. C. R.'s). This current
switching stage is controlled by a flip-flop (. C0. R. driver
oircuit) which it inductively coupled to the So C. R.t.,
The flip-flop is in turn driven by an external pulse generator,
running at I pa.ps. After switching, the current is passed
through a current monitor. The output voltage activates
a neon bulb so that the switching can be observed,
The overall receiver system block diagram is shown in
Figure 1.3.
The incoming signal is band passed through an RC low*
Electrodes
FIG.1* DEEP RESISTIVITY SENDER: BLOCK DIAGRAM
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pass filter, a constant k, m-derived lowpass LC filter, and
a three stage active RG highpass filter having Butterworth
characteristics, The first stage of low-paas filtering was
found necessary due to saturation of the first amplifier
caused by large, modulated RP signals picked up on the long
receiving wire. Buffer stages, (emitter follower amplifiers
with a gain of 1) are used to unload the various filter stages.
The signal is then amplified or attenuated so as to
have a maximum level of about 50 mv. A Philbrick model
FA-2 operational amplifier is used.
Following this, the signal is switched by the phase-
sensitive detetor, which acts as a reversing switch, In
the absence of noise and assuming all harmonies of the
square wave to be present, its output would be pure d.c.
However, due to the loss of some harmonies in the filters,
the square wave is distorted and a fluctuating d.c, results.
The output of the phase sensitive detector is then
passed through a three stage lovpass RC filter. The average
value of this signal over pro-determined periods of from
30-1000 see. is then evaluated by a Miller Integrator
circuit, whioh also acts as an amplifier with a gain of
100. The result is read on a meter.
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Both sender and receiver are triggered by external
pulse generators at a nominal rate of 1 pps. The pulse
generators also are arranged to trigger the sweep of an
oscilloscope, on which is displayed the seea, pulses from
W. W. V.; these are derived from special radio receivers,
Both oscilloscopes are set at a asweep rate of 10 msaeo/m
The pulse generators have adjustable rates, and they are
set so as to fire 50 mseo. before the W, W. V. pulses.
The receiver output will change about 10% if the sync ronizaw
tion deviates 50 maeo, from the standard setting, but it
was found to be easy to keep the synchronization within 10
meet, The pulse generators used were temperature eompensated
unijunction pulse oscillators; orystal oscillators are
bein constructed for future measurements.
25
1.3 $ 4atoX41oie Gain of the oh' us ate
In order to study the signal discrimination power of
the receiver we can trace through what happens to noise
which is assumed to have a unit power density spectrum
ignoring any amplification which effects both signal and
noise equally. Figure 1.6 shows the noise amplitude (R. M, S.)
after passing through the input band pass filters, These
filters are used to reduce the noise fluctuations to within
the linear response region of the amplifier circuits that
follow. 60 cycles must be heavily discriminated against,
as it may be hundreds of times bigge- than the signal levels.
These filter sections can handle up to 10 volts of 60 cycle
noise without having the receiver output affected. If the
amplifier sections had infinite .dynamic range, these filter
sections would not be necessary as we shall see.
The real filter action of the receiver is based on
the phase sensitive detection and low pass filterin&g of the
detector output. The detector reverses the signal every
half cycle which ess entially produces a signal that has a
frequency which is the difference between the original fre-
quency and the swithing frequency. The power density
spectrum of this output is shown in Figure 1.7. The dip
at 0.5 ops represents the lack of any D. C. in the input
to the detector because of the action of the band pass
filter. The sender signal will be represented by D. G,
_ __ _~ _L III ~ ~ I
.I I
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at the detector outPut, so that low pass filtering of the
detector output will reduce the noise while passing the
signal. The effect of the three seotion low pass filter which
follows the detector is also shown in Figure 1.7. A final
stage of low pass filtering is aahieved with the integrator
circuit which essentially averages the detector output over
a time detezmined by the RG constant of the cirouit,
Several settings are allowed, the longest integration time
being 1000 seconds. The final noise spectrum after this
integratlon is shown in Figure 1.8. The area under the
curves shown here determine the mean (fluctuations) 2 of the
output meter reading caused by the noise. S.nce the fre
quencies depicted in Figure 1.3 represent the difference
frequency, we can see that only noise in a very narrow
frequency band aaround 0.5 cps can affect the receiver.
Table I shows the total power in the noise for various
damping times. These figures were obtained by graphical
integration.
The overall effect of the signal to noise discrimnation
can be expressed by the comparlson of the noise power density
neoessary to cause meter fluctuations equivalent to a given
signal amplitude. At 1000 second damping a 30 my R. M1. S,
noise per unit bandwidth at 0.5 cps gives a fluctuation
whose ,. M. S. value equals that of a 1 my signal. If we
take a value like I mv/km/cps as a representative noise
So ou r (o~
0 0 0 0 0 0
ao o - (U rC) oJo- o a 9 -9 N o
0 0 o 0 o
f (c.p.s.)
FIG. FINAL POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM OF PHASE- SENSITIVE




figure for igneous areas, one should be able to work with
signals down to 0.1 av/kn.
In Figures 1.9 and 1,10 the effeootiveness of such
filtering is demonstrated in comparison to a visual iden*
tification of the signal in the noise.
A complete analysis of the phaeeikse nsitive detector
is given in appendix C.
The noise disorimination is achieved at the expense
of time, and it takes the receiver about 2 ain +- 3 X the
integrator time constant to reach 90% of its final readng.
At the 1000 second setting this means one has to wait over
45 minutes before attempting to read the signal amplitude,
TABLE I
Damping Time (seo) 30 100 300 1000
Output S/N Iatio 10 13.5 19 27
(The output S/N ratio is computed assuming input W4S noise
amplitude per ops bandwidth equals input signal amplitude)
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2 SEC/DIVISION
FIG. 1.9 SIGNAL AT OUTPUT OF Ist
AMPLIFIER STAGE EQUIVALENT
TO FULL SCALE METER
DEFLECTION (SOME NOISE ALSO
PRESENT)
2 SEC/DIVISION
FIG.'3,IO SIGNAL AND NOISE AT OUTPUT
OF IStAMPLIFIER STAGE
EQUIVALENT TO FULL SCALE
METER DEFLECTION ± 10%
300 SECOND INTEGRATION TIME
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Unitatin i osed b dnmic rae of a stan
Some further noise discrimination can be achieved by
recording the output readings at regular intervals, and
then using numerical low pass operators to reduce the fluc-
tuations in the data. This method is limited however because
of the finite range of the meter, which cannot distinguish
between voltages that are greater than its maximum setting.
The sam me sort of limitations hold throughout the system,
as the whole analysis was based on the assumption that the
amplifiers and filters were linear devices.
One of the first difficulties in field trials of the
equipment was inteference from radio broadcasts. This turned
out to be due to non linearities in the L. 0. filter which
demodulated the radio signals and produced large low fre-
quoncy fluctuations. An 8R low pass filter had to be added
to prevent this from occuring.
The first amplifier stage is limited to 10 volts for
its output, so that the amount of noise that can be handled
has another restraint aside from the output fluctuations.
The present system requires 50 my of signal at the output
of this stage to give a full scale meter deflection, so that
the 10 volt limit appears adequate in terms of the amount
of noise that can be handled by the filters that follow.
The final amplifier can handle signals more than twice those
needed for full scale meter readings, so that it is adequate
33
for the present system. The most oritical limitation is
thus the output meter itself, and if further noise disorimina-
tion is desired, a recorder of wider dynamic range will be
needed#
34
The long (I mile or greater) lengths of wire that must
be laid to make these measurements are such that it is often
difficult (at least in densely populated areas) to find
suitable areas of operation, sinoe it is desirable to mnitamiz
wire breakages and interference with or by other people,
Limited*access highways, such as the Massachusetts Turnpike
ase usually quite straight, do not have crossroads and are
bounded by high fences which stop animals from getting
on or over the highway. The verges of these roads are usually
about 100 feet wide; hence these are good areas for resistivity
work. However, these same fences are usually metal and are
unbroken except at overpasses, underpasses, interchanges
and some bridges, In general, the unbroken lengths average
between one-balf and one and one-half miles. It is desirable
to know the effect of such a fence,
35
2.1 AMatiA4 8I4ution
A perturbation technique is used to solve the problem.
The method is the same as that followed by Regier (1962),
except that a finite, rather than infinite, fence is considerod
here, The following assumptions are madet
(a) The fence effect is small.
(b) The effect is localized to a small zone along the
fence.
(o) The resistance of the fence is near zero and hence
the potential of any section of fence is an average of the
continuously varying grounded potential along its length.
The third assumption implies that, in general, there
will be a difference in potential between the fence and the
ground near it. Consequently, the fence posts will act as
current sources or sinks. Kirchoff's law holds, so if the
fence "contact resistivity" (defln d below) is known, the
strength of these sources or sinks can be computed.
An important relation here is that which gives the




PO= apparent resistivity of halt-space
r = radial distance from the source.
In cartesian ooordinates, if the source is located at
the origin and a fence runs from (xld) to (X2 ,d), the
iMperturbed potential along the fence ist
vo (x,4) _ r
2 Tr 42 2.2
The potential of the fence, V* is then the average of
2.2 from x, to x2 , vfis
evaluating this expression, we find:
a + -V (a 42)
Xr(x2 - ) (4 J dF) ,4
ahere In x - log x.
We now define the fence contact resistivity, P, as
the contact resistance times the length. Es4entially,
this is the contact resistance of a unit length. Using this
definition, the differential current source strength due
to an infinitisimal length of fence, dx, can be expressed
by:
2*5
The effect of this current at a point on the x-axis, Xr,
will be to add a perturbing potential, V, The sign of V
P P
will be the same as dIp. The relationship between has the
same form as equation 2.1t
2.6
where (r 2)2 + a J io the distance from dx to the
point (x ,O). Integrating this expression ove the length
of the fence, we have
V P vr 
- x 2 ''
2,7
as,te expression for the perturbing potential,
Substituting from 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5, equation 2.7
t oaomes
xx tZ4 +.. d- rW Xr" X) + ) +# W
2.8
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Por dipole-dipole coupling, if the soures are designated
I and 2 and the receiving electrodes 1 and 2 as in the
sketch below,
I' sender raeiver
the expression for the received voltage is
Va =V1 1 + V2 * V1 2 "- 2 2  2.10
where the first subscript refers to the source, the aecond
to the receiver; i.e., V1 2 is the potential at receiving
electrode number 2 due to source number i. Sinoe the apparent
resistivity is directly proportional t o the developed voltage,
we may write, for dipole-dipole coupling,
fCa V Vi V1 * 1 t 22 2. 11
where Vis is the unperturbed potential and V14 the perturbing
potential, at receiving electrode j due to source i,
This epression (2.11) was evaluated f or ranges of d
from 10 to 100, x2 from -3000 to +30,0005 fence lengths
from 100 to 100,00; and for dipole spacings from 10,000 to
25,000; using in every case dipole lengths of 5090, and a
ri Pr ratio of 0.1. he units are not stated since the
end result is dimensionless. The coputation was done
39
using an I.M 709 high speed digital comruter. The results
a.,e tabulated in Appendix E
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i an attempt to ehbek on tb theoretical solution,
the followin~ expermnt wais poformed
A large open field was chosen, and two 5Ctoot d1poles
laid out with theI-r scntr.ea 100 ft apart, A currant of
200 n* at 20 cpa was pass-d through one dipole; the voltage
4aroea the other wa found to be 37 my peak Poa1apk Using
the forzala
(oaj - w 4atij
2.n
for d1pole*41pole couplir, the apparent rea stivity was
found to be 1740 OIs-feet.
A row of g inch nails, 2 tet apart, was then driven
into the ground, parallel to and at a distance of 10 feet
fram, the dipole line. The row was 350 feet long and ym*.
metric about the dipole line. About 1 pint of NZIa solution
was pourecd over each nail. The nails were ten Intreaneoted
with no. 26 bare copper wire, (ae aket$h below)
The apparent reststivity maawuement was then roepeated$
this time a flgure of (4 1462 ofeet was obtained*
representing a differone of 16%* (To Schek thls0 the no.
fence voltage w a mc wured agaln the next day w the result
was the saxm as before.
TIh contact resitatnes of the fens e was then measured
41
by driving two separate nails in the ground at one end,
and, using an ordinary obmeter, measuring the resistance
between the fence and each of the nails in turn, then between
the two nails. If N, N2 , P represent the contact resistance
of the nails and the fence respectively, we have:
P+N1 + li-1
P + N2 t=
N N 2 ~ - 2.12
where S1, 2, R3 are the measured values. These equations
can then be solved for P. This measurement was repeated























for the ends of the fence, the average being 27 ohms,
Since the fence was 350 feet long, we have
'--27 x 350 9300 ohm-feet
Thus, f/PF - 18. This gives, when substituted
into equation 2.9, a 43% fence effect, contrary to to he original
assumption that the fence effect is small, and also at
variance with the measured fence effect. However, if we
consider Table 11, it is seen that the contact resistance
of the nails is at least an order of magnitude larger than
that of the fence. Also, 8.P. effects disturb field measure*
rents made with an obmmeter. The discrepancy, therefore,
is probably due to the method of measuring the fence resistanoe.
In order to ensure that the e/ i'? ratio is reliable,
it will be necessary to devise a better method of measuring
fence contact resistances. Unfortunately, time did not





In order to test the instrumentation, measuroemnts
were made along the Massachuetts Turnpike, between P~ami*&ax
and Auburn, a distance of nearly 20 miles. (See Pig. 3,0)
Eaulk (1960) has reported on most of this axea before, using
one mile dipoles with a maxilum centroeto-centre dipole
separation of five miles.
Figure 3.0 shows the location of this stretch, together
with the regional geology. This a map w s made fro a larger
one presented by Emerson (1917). As can be seen, the profile
crosses three main rook types: i) the ilford granite,
(rich in biotite), i) The estboro quartzite and 1U) a
large area of gneivses and sohists of unknown composition
and origin Also, there are some narrow areas of the Brimfield
sohist, a rusty, graphitie, biotlte schist of very low resis-
tivity. (Hauck, 1960).
GEOLOGY AND LOCATI ON MA
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The measurements were made using the dipole-dipole
configuration described by both aloff (19$7) and Ness (1959).
The signal is injected into the ground between two electrodes
and the voltage measure4 between anothe r pair some distance
away. (Figure 3.1)
Fig 3.d
The cistance between the dipoles and the position of the
whole array are varied in some convenient manner so as to
obtain data points for a range of dipole spacings over the
area under study. In praotise, two contiguous dipoles
are laid out for both sender and receiver; these require
only three electrodes. The instrument is positional in the
centre in such a manner that it may be connected to either
of its two dipoles.
The data reported herein were obtained using dipole
lengths of two miles with Oentre-to-centre separations of
from four to twelve mile. Two vehicles, each manned by
a coew of two were used. Coiunuications weae maintained
using two-way radios; powcr was derived from small motor*
-- ------- _ IIII II "46" UNIY I
generator sets, In this manner, from four to twelve data
points a day were obtained; the number depends on the
weather, experience of the personnel and the nmeber of times
per diem that the wires were broken by animals or inquisitive
or unwary huDans. The o most irritating and time-consuming
problem in the field is broken wires. Number 26 stranded
copper wire, coated with PVC was used; this does not have
much rechanical strrngth. However, a heavier, stronger- wire
would be too unwieldy to use without mechanical devices
to lay and retrieve it.
In additlon to measuring the apparent resistivities,
measurements vwrs made of the contaot resistances of the
sections of fence along the turnpike. £ he average distance
of the fence frori the profile line was 100 feet; it was
somethmes greater than this, but very seldom less, A
General Radio model 1640A impedance bridge, with an external
bias circuit to buck out self potentials, was used, The
procedure was to measure, at each break in the fence, the
resistance between each fence end and the guard rail and
betwecn the two fence ends. (See Fig 3.2, below)
Pence A Pence B
Guard Bail
?ig. 3.2
RA + g +W b=
t% ' W 2- =% 3.o
where BAA, and are the contact resistanosa of the
fences and guard rail, respectively; W: and W2 the resistanoes
of the wires USedl H, R and R3 are the measured values.
Simultaneous solution of these equations gives the desired
fence contact resistances. Measurements were made at
both ends of each fence section and the results averaged,
The product of the contact resistanoe of each fence section
and its length then gives its contact resistivity. Th
results of the measurements are summarized in Table IIl.
141111911111id , I Aj kiWY- jM
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PENCE CONTACT USISTIVITIES
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(a) RA and % are the contact resistances at bak end of
the section.
(b) No data was available on apparent resistivity near the
surface, which would determine the e F ratio.
However, in general, the surface apparent resistivity
will be lower than that at depth, due to rook weathering,
moisture content of the soil, etc.
11111114
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3.2 Protetsi of Dta
The apparent resistivities are oomputed using the
equation
(a =  I L(n(n2 )) os ters 3.1
where V and I are the voltage measured and the eurrent sent,
L is the dipole length in meters, n is the number of dipole
lengths separating their oentres. (xhis equation is only
valid hten both dipoles are the same length and their oentres
are separated by an integral multiple of this length).
These values are then plotted in crossnsection form, at
the intersections of lines drawn downwards at 4$ degree
angles from the eentres of the dipoles. The drawing is
then contoured (often logarithmically), thus lending a
twoo-dmensional character to the data. Figures 3.3 and
3.4 show the data and the contours.
No fence corrections were applied to these data sincee
the effooect was everywhere small and the data are only accurate
to 10%.
The eoffet was deter-mined using the values of
nearest the surface in order to determine f/ ef Th
fence is divided into s o ma sections that coplete deter-
mination of the eumulative effoot is essentially impossible.
Assuming that the longer sections will predominate, we note
that there are only three sections longer than j dipole
FIE LD DATA
FIG . 3-.
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1.ngth, and none longer tca 1,7 miles, tTh worst ease
is w~en sendin& fom dipole 101-103 to dipaol 97t99. m
this aae, the end of the fnse is about 50 feet west of
mile 101, and af P is approximately 0 3. The fnoe is
147 mleoas on. onsider'ir~, the fact that th~ dipo
aiae twice as lonB as those ued for the tleoreti4al solution,
a nd uszg the tables in Appendi , onp oan estinate the
effoot of such a feame to be of the ore r of a 20% Inarfeate
in 'apparent resistivity
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3#3 Panasieof te ata
The data eorrelate well A~th the known geology as taken
from Bnerson's map, (The geologc divisions are shown with
resistivity plots,) The low resistivities at the western
end are caused by the presence of the Brimfield sohist;
as the array is moved easterly, onto the Milford granite,
resistivitles rise in a more or less uniform fanner#
The diagonal extending down to the right from mile 96
shows anomalously low values at each intersection, Previous
field work indicates that when annalously low or high
values are observed at every intersection of a diagonal,
the cause is usually a surface effect, at or between the
electrodes of the dipole in question.
In this case, the geology indicates the presence of
linear stringers of Brimfield schist in a gnelssio matrix,
between miles 95 and 97, the electrode postions. Hand
samples of this rook indicate resistivities as low as 77
ohmmeters although such low values are rare for the samples
taken from the outcrops. Regier(1962), vho measured a
selection of specimens in the laboratory, points out that
these samples were weathere4 and rusted; this would tend
to increase their resistivity, as the pyrite was weathered
out. Fresh Brimfleld schist, containing large amounts of
pyrite, coauld very likely have resistivites of tens of ohma
meters or less*
- - -111E W11111111 Nl
OHAPTER IV
GONCLUSION
The synchronous system, at its bost, is approximately
as good as the optimum linear system is for a sample size
of 1000. One dawback is that for 1000 second damping,
the synchronous system requires about 3000 seconds or
nearly an hour, to make one reading. However, this reading
is the signal amplitude, whereas the optimum linear system
requires that the field data be processed by a c~sputer
before being usable.
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IX The FnPe Problem
In general, the fence effe-ot is small in most applicaw
tions. Certain geometries can, however, produce large effects.
One in partioular is the case where the fence length is of
the same order of magnitude as the total electrode array and
where one end of the fen*e is olose to that receiver electrode
which is nearest the sender. For example, for 5000 ft.
dipoles, 10,000 feet apart with a 10000 ft. fenoe so ar*
ranged tha it extends fro outside the sender to a point
between the sending and receiving dipoles, the solution
prediets effects of the order of 20 to 35%. These values
are probably too large, as a perturbation analysis was used,
but they are probably not far off.
---- --- - - ---"--'--i-~^-----~ --- ~"~^~-- IYIIIYIYII~
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t.2 Fi*14 Data
The method is useful for measuring horizontal as well
as vertical variations of the earth's conductivity structure.
in fact, determination of the structure at depth is not
possible without measurements of the horizontal variation,
because of surface effects. TheTefore, measurements with
a fixed sender position cannot, in general, be used to
deternine the deep conductivity structure,
A more iportant conclusion is that the data conform
to the local geologic structure to the extent that deep
resistivity profiling is a very useful technique for geological
surveying*
There is no trend in these data which would indicate
the presence of some extensive layered structure of signi-
ficantly different resistivity below the known geologic
structure. If we postulate the presence of a very thick
layer of mucnh lower resistivity, an estimate of its minimum
depth may be made using the Soblumberger ourver (La Compagnie
General Geopqysique, 1955). As an example, let this layer
have a resistivity of one one-hundredth the average resis-
tivity at the surface. Because 'of the wide scatter in the
data, a change of as much as 50% in the observed apparent
resistivity due to the postulated layer would be difficult
to detect. If detectable as a trend, a change of 50% in
IliIUI, I, M I
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413 SEagfpterfntto.Pp PoloerkeW
It is possible that the dmpring time of the last stage
of the synchronous receiver could be increased another order
of magnitude by using mylar or polystyrene capacitors.
Such capacitors can now be manufactured in values of up to
100 microfarads while stile till having very high insulation
resistances This change will probably demand a more stable
amplifier than is currently being used, so as to minimize
drift effects. Another way to avoid drift problems might
be to reduce the gain of individual stages while using a
preamplifier to achieve the same overall gain.
More field masurements are neede: in order to under-
stand better the effect of horizontal variations of the
conductivity structure on measurements made to determine
vertioal variation Finally, i is suggested that large
scale model experiments be conducted to cheok on the as*
suaptions made in solving the fence problem analytically,
___ __ I ~I
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Soher a T is the t psrio. Tho autoeorrelation f tion of a
and is an fnt)i (Lee* 1960), He,#e we need only
-
integrate over one period Two distinct eases fpresent
themselves, viz: S -
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The second case is
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n = 0, 'i, 2,...
(T5* 11-z -) (a(2)4 r 4( + 1
A.3
Again by definition,# the Power Spectrum of a periodic funow
tion f(), whose autoorrelation function is q(± ), is:
tIt
(i.e., the Fourier Transform)
where n is the order of the hamonto when the fundamental
frequenoy is w 0* This is, of aourseo a line speatrim.
Since the autooorrelation Jnction is an even funtion,
we can use a cosine transform viz:
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Note that 1 - acos n- = 0 for a even.
APPELiDIX B
The Transfer Function of a Tapped Delay Line
The linear system wose impulse response is:t
h(t) =.U() - Uo(t - ) + ( - ) - o(t
+ ... - .. B.l
where Uo(t) is the unit ilpulse function (or Dirac delta
function) is a delay line with N taps, alternate taps having
a change of sign in this case. The transfer function of a
linear system is defined a the Fourier Transfor of the
iupulse response, viz:
H( ) h(t)e j  t a t
Note thatdo
U(t -kT),e " j tdt - tej k T
13-3
z (.*) ' jnUT/2
Equation Bd4 can be written as the sta of two series,
Ile --- -. --- I---- ~ _ _ _~ _~_~_~ __ _ _ _ __
£7'
1 (Lz) and H2( o), where:
EH(-) = 1 I-"3T + CZJ L T 3 T + ..
S I .- j (n)WT
B.$
Ia(L) j T/2 . Jw3T/2 j gLT/2
S.6
Equation B*6 can be further simplified by factoring out
*e'j wT2 i.e.;
, 2(o) - -eJ T/2 >K Jn 0 w IT
B.7
which, as a mioment t s thought will demnstrate, is the same
as
-12
Combining B#5 and ,a.3 we havet
H(t) s'(1 -j wLT/2) z on w I
1.9
The s-u oft a geometric series of ratio r with k terms is
B.10
r3
Using this relation, equation B19 becomes:





This expression can be expr'essed a the sum of the real
and imaginary parts, by rationalizing. The result is
H(W) 1 +* cs T/2 - cos N OLO2 - co (N-1) T/2
sin %. T/2 +sain N L&T/2 - sin (N-1) WT/2
B.13
If we square and add the real and imaginary parts, after
some algebra the expression reiduces to:
%H() 0 8 os N ,,/2
5 +cos u> T/2
B.14
The followinE trigonometric identities are usefult
1 + cos x -=2 cos2
IzZ
I - cos x z 2 sin2
_ __ __ _ __ _~_ I ~ _~__
Using the identities, B.15, we find
(2 in 2  'L T
whence
for T 2 seconds,
cos T"*SNI s () i ~ 3 08b~ la I d~ L3
Bo 17
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Anasia of the Roo* ing $nstea
In order to simplify the analysis of the systen, the
transfer function of the first three filters was measured
by the usual techniques. The results are shown graphically
in Figure 1.6. Assuming white noise input to to he system,
i.e., o() = nt 1, then the output power density
spectrum is
J(W ) = 2 l (w) t
o2
where H( to) is the square of the function shown in Figure
1.6.
Consider now the phase-sensitive detetor, It can be
thought of as a modulator, since it multiplies its input
by a square wave of amplitude I. Let fi(t) be the input to
the modulator and g(t) be the square wave. The output is
then
ro() -, ft(t)g(t) 0C.2
Now, the input is signal plus noise, i.e.:
ri(t) = a) -n(t) c,3
hence
fo(t) = s(t)g(t) - n(t)g(t) 0,4
the autooorrelation of the output is then
( ) flTIt + T fl + nrm wtr rs rrr .
0.5
~-alfrnIIrImfMII Uk~ll
Now define a new function p(t) - s(t)g(t)
then the first term on the right hand side becomes
pi)-T~ipi+ - 'i = ( ) o0.6
In the second term on the right hand aide, we can assume that
n(t) and g(t) are statistically independent. Hense
+lt-ett ' gt t - I i t' 4TtI
whence
o,(Z fppr ( u) c.8
The power density spectrum is then:
0,0 W) = IPp(W ) + ( Us()) g0.9
Now, since g(t) is a square wave, we can write its Fourier
expansion as
g(t) = 0 -n n  0 .o10
-0 a n n -- sn +2
where Gn - nr
= 0 n=0
(N. B , modulation frequency is 0,5 Ce T )
whence
I (n)-_- 142 cwn
and we *an write





























We write s(t) in this form since the first three filter stages






os(m rt tW m) oos(n t)
0C.17
Then





t + P )
Using the trigonometric identity
cos a cos b = g C oo(a + b
s(t)g(t) -
~'. t.
4-cos(a - b)] we get:
cos [ (m + n) - t i-
a-d+ cos [ (mn)r t
This signal has power only at discrete frequencies of
0, ft--T, 2 W,.... Since the next sta9e of low-pass
filtering has a responsc which is less than -20 db at
.01 Cps ( = .027), in practice we need only consider the
d.c. terms. These we get only when ra = n.
1Hence r n -rl
s(t)g(t) - A Ose .n
0.19
As many terms of this equation as are necessary can be
evaluated, since for a given square wave input amplitude





k = +-1, ±2,....
C*20
An exact solution for the noxt stage is difficult to
obtain. Hence, assiume the three sections of the low-pass
( W4. kVr)
I I I I I I I I I II - _ -~-L~.~- . -- - -------------; '- --- ~-~-
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filter do not load each other. Since the tra er functions
for one stage is
.- I
H(s) "Wie +I/RC 0.21




where T = 401i
Since we aBe only interested in the amplitude response
(the phase angles being randori for the noise) we have
i1( -)- 1 ... /2(I t w" 2)
0.23
The power, density spectrum of the noise after this
filter is shown in ?pLgure 1.7.
The transfer function foir the final stage is derived
as follows. in the Phllbpick PA-2 amplifier, used in the
configuration shown below (Figure C.1)
-z C-e-Do
F~i~ c.
11 11111111111 11 ---- - ---------- --- "-~-;---- i
the manufacturer advises that the transfer function is
H(s) g + S






( s) = I -V
+ x -T
1 + aT
Note that if were a pure resistance, we would have













1 + 1 + LO
recall that T' = , Substituting,
whence
CO a
Now K 10 2 and the maximum value of T is 103. Figure
1.7 shows that we need not consider any wo larger than
.03. Hence, the second and third term in the brackets are
small compared to w2 and we may write
0, 30
It is interesting to note that this is the same as a
single stage of low-pass filtel'ng. The advantage of using
this oonfiwation is, however, that the high input imPOdanoo
of the pA-2 amplifier (several hundred megobas) allows
averaging times of up to 1000 seos. to be realized.
APPENDIX D
Evaluation of fenoe Integrals
Equation 2.8, repeated here for reference, is:
VP(X ,0) = + r14' N M
I C- x
* I nP (x4 + 2 * x 0 ) W+7 * z2
2.8
Consider the expression under the second integral
sign. Expanding the denominator, we have:
D.1
whence 12 indicoates the second integral which can be written
2. 2
This integral can be found in most tables of integrals.
Its evaluation leads to the expression
Sx, +-  4 ( D3)
D.3
- ---- = -------- I-r -- ---




- p( )t - F(k, t .9
where
k (I
p xr -(xr 2 4-W2
2
1= E- (xr]2 + 422)2
M = ( - x)2 2 2 + 2
F(k, ) elliptio integral of the first kind.
Tables of the function F(k,# ) rnay be found in many
standard vorks such as Jalnke and _-de, Dwight, etc.
In order to gain a deeper insight into the effect,
however, consider the following:
In genoral, the point at which we wish to know the
II- ~_.s a ~
potential is some distjance from the source, i.e.,
xr d
In this case, C 1 and k 2  Is as can be sen




In it + en1 sinI
SD*9
Using the trigonomtrio identity
sin = t4
we find
a124 - -f---e taut(
* kazsn p~
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CUsing D.12, D.13 and the definition of tan from D.6:
:1
i lia~ + X12- X1)
where X1 Jddt]C+ D.14
(The definition of Xi is obtained by substituting D.12 and
D.13 in the definition of tan 4 given in D.6)
The whole expression for the perturbing voltage is then:
vp(z,O)
1i a2 In r4I j S-- 3~z
1(!Z + 7& 1A')SIn '-0
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FENCF FFFECT ON RFSTSTIVITY PROFILES
-ENCE RESSTTVTTY_ 10*APPAf RENT RFSTSTTVTTY





FEN' AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PROFTLE LINE
SLSTA 100 3 NCE TO LE000 10000 0000 100000__
X2 LI 100 300 1000 3000 10000 30000 100000
-1000, 0,000 0,000 onro
*1000 0000 n,on000 0,n000
*100, 0,000 0,000 0, n0
*.30, 0,000
WIOo 0.000 0.000 0,000
, 0*000 0,000 0000
10* 0,000 0,000 0.000
100, O,00 0.000 0.000
300. 0, noooon 0,000nO
1000, 0,0 .00 oooh o
so00o 0,000 .0 ,000 on0.00
e1OO. O. O 9.0 0 noOn .......
06001 -0,.04 -0,013 -0.022
A,#nn --dn -s0i
.00 0 0.001 -0009 -0019
0,000 0,h0 0,6007 -0o017
0.001 0,00 *0,006 -0.01
0001 0.004 -0.005 l0,013
0,001 0.,0Q 5 -0,004 -0011
0.001 0,00s 5 -0002 -0,010
0*001 0.006 -0.001 -0.008
0,002 0,007 0*000 -0,006
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II_ 1I1 --1~~1~11__1 _1___1~~__
---I_ ___.___ I ___  _1__1^~ _1__1_~---~~_1_~_1-11__ ____1__
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FENCE EFFECT ON RfSISTTVITY PROFILES
FFNCF RFSATATVTVTY 10*APPARFNT RFYSITIVITY
5000 FOOT DtPOtLFS SFNrWR AT -5000 TO 0
RFCFIVFR AT 70000 _TO2_ 
_ 
000 __
F~NCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PROFILE LINE
-__ OISTANrE OF. EENCET OPAROEIL LO 1 
_.-___
X? Ls 100 300 10nn inn10000n 3ono00 000
*~000, n0 0.000 0,00n 0,001 -0,003 -0o008 -0,015
-1000. 0000 0,000, 0N nnn 0,0no0 *0,n0 . 0n7 -0,014
.300, 0000 0,000n n 0,0 0,00l1 
-0,006 
-+,013
0100* 000 0,000 0000 0000 0001 oo -04005 -0,012
-50* 0o00 no000n nonnn 0000 nn00 -o0n4 -n0010
-0 O000 ,0on0 0.nn000 001 o00 -00003 -0,009
0, O0000 0n.0n On000 0,001 n,003 -0n00 -00008
10, 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0,00 0002 -0,007
0, 0,000 0n000 o,.00 
-0,00 1 -0o005
I0on, 0,000 0000 0no000 0,00 0,004 0,000 -0,004
so 0,004oo0 o0nOO on onoo 0,004 ,O0 1 -0(003
1000, 0O00 nw0on000 n onnn 00O0 OOO~0 000 -O0e01
3$00, 01000 -0.000 -0n000 -0.001 0,007 0004 0o0004900, 0,000 0000 0000 0,0001 0007 0,00 0,003
9~000 0,o0 n,ono nnnn non o n,06 no, no003
0000 no)00 neOom nmOO aW0031 4O IP 00001
-- '--""" '--- --------- ~IIIIY iUi3li
- . . . . . 87
FENCE EFFFCT ON RFSTSTTVTTY PROFILFSFENCF RESTSTTVITY 10*APARENT REASTTVtTY
5000 FOOT DIPOLFS, SFNDFR AT -5000 TO 0
FRNEC -- T_5 ___ _L T PROF10E0 0__
PENCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PROFILE LTNE
-.... DISTANCEDF 
_FENCE T0_B P ROFILE IN _30 
_._____
A40 LI 0l00 ,l000 IOno
-0000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-wnnnm, nno Nnno nnnn
,Mn O so OO~n nOn nnOnn
-100, 0,000 *0,000 40001
-3 0, O0,001 0.0-01 .n1
-10, 0,006 -'0005 -0.n3
0o 0.093 0.093 0.096
10 0,191 0.191 0.195
30. 0,187 0.187 0.191
100, 0#093 0,186 0*190
0, 0.030 0.092 06188
100. 0OOO -.O000 0089
3000. 0.000 O.000n -0,00 n
q900. 0.000 0.ooo 0.000
30000, 0,000 0.00 0n.nnn
3000 10000 30000 100000
0.009 .0.00 0,047 -*0.066
0*004 0014 -0.08 
-0,068
0,006 0,0e -0,0O' -0.065
0,011 0.102 . 0. ,07 -0,061
0.014 0.144 0.007 -00058
0.013 0.16 0.011 -0.059
04113 0.27. 0,114 0.040
0,21 0387 0.217 0*140
0.211 0.409 0.221 0.139
0,214 0.447 0.236 0.142
0,213 0.491 0252 0,148
0198 06514 0.271 0,155
0.072 0,537 0,607 0.166
06,000 -0.262 0o09o 0.oo
0 0.000 -0 *14 0.001
i lll d11m lI,
~-~-"--- ----------Y~l~n ~-~,. ~, ~_
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---~1 ---1__1__1-11_ ~_
FENCE EFFECT ON RESISTIVITY PROFILFS
SFNf~ RPFSSTTVTY 10*APPARFNT RF-StrTqTVTTY
5000 FOOT DTPOLES, SENDER AT -5000 TO 0
..... R FFC VPR _A1 OQ t_.____ 
___ ___
FENCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PROFTLE LTNF
X? L 100 30 nnn1000 000 10000 30000 100000
-3000, 0000 0,000 0,nn0 0,002 -0.007 
-0.018 -0.029
-1000, 0,000 0.000 0.000 0o000n -000 o-0015 -0,028
-*3006 06000 0.000 n0.00 0o001 0o004 
-00012 
-0o025
.100. 0,000 0.00n nn0 0001 0o006 .0e010 -0 022
0, 0000 0,000 nOn 000 0.001 no007 -0,007 
-0,019
-10, 0,000 0000 non0i 0.002 0.00 
-0*006 
-0018
0. 0000 *On0 0,n00 0.002 0,009 
-0.006 I0.017
io 0,000 0,000 0.000 002 0.00o -005 -0,016
30. 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.010 -0.004 -0.014
100, 0,000 0.000 0,001 0,003 0.011 
-0,001 
-0011
s00, 0,000 dw0,00 0.000 0o,00 0,01- 0,00 -0,008
1000, 0O000 0,000n 0no000 0.001 0.018 0.005 
-0,004
3000, 0,o00 0,000 *0,n000 0.002 0404, 0.01 -0,001
99006 0.000 0 000 -0o000 -06001 0,00o 0*214 0.123
0000, ,00on n0,n 0 60on 0, 0,000i *078 s 0,001
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FENCF FFFECT ON RFTSTTVITY PROFILFS
FENCF RFStlTIVTTY, 10*APPAR NT PRFJ~ TVITY
5000 FOOT DTPOLtFS SFNnfR AT 5000 TO 0
FENCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLFL TO PROFTLE LINF
1ISANCE LOF
_FCfTA PCEQPOF I1Yt . N FU _~2;)_ ~ _ _ ____
X2 La 100 00 000 30 10000 0000 100000
-9000. 0,o000 n0non0 0nn 0.01oi -. 003 0.010 -0.018
a1000. 0,000 0nn000 n,nnn 0,000 -0.000 -0009 -0.017
00, 0.000 0 0000 0.000 0.000 0.001 - *00- 0.010
0o0 000 n. o 0,00 0.000 M00n A-0.0ol -0010
..0, 04.000 n0000 0.00 0.0n01 0.00 -o0,o0 -0.01t
10, 00 oo 000 00nn n,0no ono0 no -0,00o -0.0106
-0. 0,000 0000 I,000 0o.00 0o004 -0,003 -n,010
10. 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0004 -0.007 -0M00s100O 0n000 0.oo00 . 0.001 ons -0,0 -000o1006 00 0 OOn onn no 46 l n,00. 0,00 -0.004
1000. 0.000 -0000 -0,00nn0 0,001 0,007 0.002 -c0,00
3ooo. 0.000 -0,.0 0,-000 -0,oi . .. ,01. 0,00 -0
900, 0,000 0.000 0,n000 0.0O00 -0O0n0 0n, 0.013
000o, 0.000 0O 000 0.000
---~----~---sll__ _~___IIUP------ - I~-^ -- IUY -~_~ P _ i~l~m~ 1III~.._I-IIIIII--~ -----------L ~ lI~-----
1~------~-- -- 11~1^-~-- IIUII-~ ~ _ _
oom  0.000 wjnR8
---~-ril~  lll l-~ -3- -- X--- -~-
-----_~_._I___
------ ~--------- _ II_ --~_
--- -X--~~.~__~.I.__l__ ~--~-~ ~.
"x "~'"r"l l-~--
Isl~L ~ l-~-llll-- - _ ~_________^__I__^____L 111- -~ --- 1~--~ -~ -   DY~--- ~ll-lO
- Is__ ~_~_ ~I__ _ I_~ __I_ II____
V ~-  -- - - - -i-- sl~l 1~I~ I - 1I~------ _~I~ -L-~----UI- - ~
----~ --_-___ ___~___ _xl__l~l~_._____
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FENCF FFFFCT ON RFSTSTIVITY PROFILFS
FPNCF RFSTSTTVTY_ 1O*APPARENT RFSfSTTYVT
5000 FOOT DTPOLFS SFNnDR AT -5000 TO 0
SM___ FCF VFp 
____E T O0T__
FFNCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLeL TO PPOFTLE LtNE
... AN CE0E EECE TO F PROFILE LIE.. .L__ ____ 
_ __
X2 La 100 00 100nn 3000 10000n 30000 100000
-3000, 0,000 ,s00n 0onon ,O000 *no? *0007 0,4012
IoO, oon 0,0onn00 ,n noon 0,001o 
-0004 
-0,010
-Winn 0000 0,000 0),000 0,o n,.001 0-,00o o0,009
-10, 0*000 0.000 o40 0 0*00 0,0? -0,003 
-0,008
*10, 0.000 0.000 0,0n0 0,000 0,00? -0.002 
-,oo0
1, 0,000 0,000 000on 0,n0n OO O00 -0,002 
-0c007
10 0,0000 ,000 0,00 0,00 n, 0f -n'0.00? -0 071 , 0  0n,o o 000- *00 -0.007
00oo, Oo000 0.000n no00 0001 o,0? -c000 
-0o,06
oo, 0ooo000 .0000 0n000o 0.001 0.003 000 
-040o004
1o0, 0,000 0000n 0,nnn 000 noo0 0.00? 
-0,001
O00, 0000 oOo0 40,00 
-0,001 nO04 0.0p -0,000
990o, 0,000 0,000 0o000 0,000 -o0n 0 0 008 0,002
30000, 00o00 0000 000,nnn 0000 -0.027 -00091 0o0o?
I 1 I li
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FENCE EFFECT ON RESISTIVITY PROFILES
FENCE RESISTIVITY 10*APPARENT RES ST VTY
5000 FOOT DTPOLES, SENDFR AT * 506 TO 0
RECEViER Ar O500 TO 10000
FENCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PROFILE LINE
DISTANCE OF FFNCE TO PROFILE LINE* 100.
x2 L 100o 300 0lon 3oon00 oon 0oo00 100000
S000 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.006 -,0159
*1000, 0,000 -,000n 0,000 0,004 0.010
43004 0.000 *000 0,000 0,006 .0 43
-100, 0.001 *0,001 ,nn00n 0.00 n 0.071.
90. 0o, 006l .o0,n5 0.006 n0.084
010,O 0012 -0,o01 -0,n12 -0.001 0,083
0, 0.075 0o074 n,07 5 0,087 0.174
10, 0.162 0.161 0.162 0,174 0.264
30 0.156 0.153 N155 001 68 0.26
1o0. 0.075 0.149 0I151 0.165 0.276
300, 0,n00 0o074 0o14 0, 16 0,305
1000. 0,000 0n,000 0,072 00155 0.33p
oon, 0.000 n,.non -o 0.000 0,060 0.41
9900. O000 no.oO 0.000 0.000 0.i127f
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FENCE FFFFCT ON RFSTSTITVTY PROFILES
FENCE RESTSTIVTTYr= 1APPARENT RFSISTTVTTY
o000 FOOT r)TPOLY S SENDFR AT --000 TO 0
-. ___ _RCEIVER A__I 00o0 10 0 __150L Of ..
FFNCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLFL TO PROFILE LINE
SDISTANCE OF -F TO _PROFILE LT ,NF, ___
X2 L 100 0on lon 3000 Ilonn 30000 n00000











30 0,000 o00 0,00000 0,001 0,006
0, 0,000 n,n000 0,n000 0,001 0,006
10. 0,00 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,O06
30o 0, 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,007
100. 0,000 .00 00 0,002 0,00
o00, 0,000 0.000 0,000 0,001 0.009
0o0, 0,000 .0,000 0000 0,00 0,01
Q900 0,o001 n,000 0,o01 -,0.000 0.021
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FENCE EFFECT ON RFSISTTVITY PROFILES
FFNEF MTRFlT rTTYTy I10*APPARFNT RFTqTyVTTy
5000 FOOT rTPOLFS, SENDFR AT -5000 TO 0
SRFCFVF!R A --- ~A 15000 l O JO_2Xo _..
FENCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PPOFILE LINE
X2 L 100 o300 non oon o10nn 3o000o 100000
,300,o 04000 nonon n0.000 0.on 
-0,002 
-0,008 -0013
-1000s 0000o 0n000 nonnn 0no -.0no000 -0006 -0.013
0-0, Oeono 0000 0n0 o n00 000 0O00 -0o005 -0,011
-100, 0n4O ,000 0 00 0 0on,0o 000? -0,004 -0 e009
0jO 0000 0,000 ,000 0,001 00noo -0W0 -0#008
,*10 0o.000 n,n000 0,nn 0,001 nonn - 0n0 -,008
no 0,000 0.000 0,000 0001 0403 *0*003 -0,008
10, O,0)0 0,00 0o 000 0,001 0,003 -0o00? 
-0,008
30, 0000o 0.000 0.000 0,001 0003 *-0002 -0.007
100, 0,000 0.000 0 ,n0 04001 0.003 -0,001 -0,006
300 0000 0 -000 0 0o0 o0o001 n,004 -,0to -0005
10004 04000 '0,000 non 00 0, 00 0 0,0 0,001 -0003
'o000n 0o000 -o,0000 onnn .0,o0 * 0,one o,004 -0 001
9900, 00o00 0 00 ,nn -0000 -0,003 0043 0 008
10000* 0,000 0nion00 0o, 00000 n,000 -0,055 0,001
FENCF FFFECT ON RFSISTTVITY PROFILFS
_____FFNCF RFSt TTVTTYu* 0*APFPAE RhT 
__E__ RST
5000 FOOT DIPOLFS, SENDFR AT -5000 To 0
-- -__CE1VER AT2O TO _250_ L.
FENCE AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PROFILE LINE
.- _ _ iLS _FF E. EENLCE TO _.PROFILE 0___ __ _____
X2 L* 100 300 000nn 000 o1000 30000 100000
-~0, 0000 0000 on n0,000 0000 -*0001 -0,00S5 -0009
100o0 0.000 0o00 0 0000 0 s00 -0,000 0 o 0 0 4  -Oe00
.0 o0 0on0 0,000 0.n00 0,000 0.001 -0.o00 -00,06
-100. 0 00 0000 0.000 0.000 0.001 -0.002 -o0.o00
10. 0.000 0000 0.000 0000 0.002 -0.00 -0,006
0. 0.000 0.000 0,000 0,000 0.00 -000o -0,05
o. 0.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 0.00 .0,001 -0,000
10., 0.00 -,000 0.0 0.000 0.00 .0.000 -0,005
30,0,00 n,00 0nn 0,000 ,00 -0,001l A005
100. 0.000 0,000 0.0 0,00 0.00? .0.001 
-0,004
s00, 0,000 Os no 00nn0 0,0on0 0*07 60,000 -0,00
000, 0,000 .0000 .0,000 .0.000 0,004 0,00 -0,000
00, o010) . 000 000 0,000 .*00003 f)0 00
,oon* nono no0 ,nn0 0,oo 40,0073 -0.057 00? -o -
1- 11 111 111  ~~~_~ __11 lll llllllilliMlllilili  I 7"Il
FENCE EFFFCT ON RFSrSTTVITY PROFILES
FFNCR-F B RF TTVTTY* 10*APPARFNT RFSTSTTVITY
5000 FOOT DTPOLFS, SEN~WR AT -5000 TO 0
-_ RFCetVF1- AT Z0O_~ I000 
_____....
FFNCF AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLEL TO PROFTLE LINE
- - L-_ _-- -- JlSTANCIF fEN__ TPROL 1 LELLNEah_______
X2 Lo 100 300 1000 3000 10or 30000 ln00000




-000on -nr000 0003 0,006 -0.022 
-0c040
-n00, 0.00l .0,001 *0,001 0O004 0,025 -0.017 
-0.041
-100, 0.003 -o,005 -o0.00 0,001 0,033 -0,017 -0.044
-0SO 0,009 -0,013 
-0o013 -0*007 0.030 -0.023 -0.051
-100 00017 
-0o071 
-0,021 -0.015 0.023 -0,030 -0,059
o0 0,062 0.057 0,056 0*063 0.102 0.048 0.018
10, 0,140 0.135 0#134 0,141 0.180 0.126 0,096
30. 0,133 0,127 0,126 00133 0,171 00118 0088
100 0,062 0,120 0*118 0,125 0,171 0,112 00081
300. 0.001 0.058 0.114 0,122 0,179 0.113 0 079
1000# 0#000 
-n00 0,056 0,116 0190 00123 0082
000* 0000 0.000 0 , r)00 0,049 0.20' 00135 00091
9900, 0,000 r*0 0, 00 0,n 00 *0,047 0i005 ,002
0000, o0,000 0,000 0,000 OO0o 0,000 -0,048 0,001
FFNCE EFFECT ON RFSTSTtVITY PROFILES
T TV TY 10*TAPPAREVT RSST
5000 FOOT r)POLF , SENWF'R AT -5000 TO 0
LRECEIVFATLA 00o 1_TO 15000
FENCE AT X2 TO X2*L PARALLEL TO PROFTLE LTNE
l ANOCE O CFFECf TO POILE LItNE ~ 00










100, 0,000 0. 00n
Son. 0,00? 0,00?











0on000 0.00 -0008 -0.01
0.001 o0004 -0#004 -00110.001 0.00- -0,005 00 ,
0,001 nn04 -0.004 -o,011
0.001 0,084 -0.004 -0.011
0,001 0,004 000,64 -0.011
0.001 0,004 -c0,004 -0.0100,001 ,004 0, 004 -0*010
n0.01 -,os 0 001 -M.010
0.001 0.0.. 0.001 0.005
-0.001 0.017 0.006 -0.003
0.007 0003 0,10 0.073
_~_1_1~1~__~____ X~-J- III -^__ I-I--__ 11141~111_ ~ ---1-1_111111 )._1r__ll~-) -- 1 ~
I__ _-~_ ____ I










--~I- -__ I~ _~ _ __ ~ __ -111~ _ ~~ _ I___ ~1_~1_ ~- _1_1 ~I~_~__~
~- P------ _ l~ -~ -- -il~UI- ~ l~- 
S00000 .0ono 0o000 onn0o b0.000 0o.00) mn.n2 0.001
I -I
I -"--11~ 1-__1_~_~~1_1_~
FENCF FFFECT ON RFSISTTVTTY PROFILFS
SFFIf STFtvT47tY I0*ADPARFNT RfSTASTyVTY
5000 FOOT DtPOLESt SFNDFP AT -5000 TO 0
FeNCE AT X2 TO X2-L PAPALLFL TO PROFTIL LINE
.___-_____-_ TANCE Of--F E?-CE TO D tRTLE TLIUtE 3Of ____ 
__ __M
X2 L= 100 300 100nn 00 1 000 90000 I 0000
-*W100, 0,000 0.000 0000 0.000 On .0 005 -0.010
i00, 0on0 0.000 ,n on0.000 0n001 -a0,00 4 o0009
o ,0 0 on 0,n0 ,0non 0onn no ,0 -0n' -002 no07
10o 0,000 0,0000 nonn 0.000 0,00 -n,'02 -0o007
-10. 0*000 0000 o000n 0e000 0n00? -06002 -0,006
-10 0o000 0oon000 0000 nn 0000 000 -o,o002 -0006
0, 0000 n000on 0000 0,000 0,02 -0002 -0006
IO 0,o00 nonn ,nn 0,oo0 non.0? -0,00? -0,006
100, 0,000 0.000 0.000 0,000 0,00? -0,00? -0.006100, 0000 ,oo000 0,000 0000 0.00 o7 001 -0 0000
1000, 0,000 -O0,000 0,n 0,o000 004 0o000 -0,003
oo000, 0,000 -0000 00,000 o0,000 0,00 no00n -0001
9900, 0,001 -0007 -0.002 -0.002 -0,003 0*026 0O00
0o00 0,0 00 000,000 0,000 0o000 *0.031 0o001
----'--' ---- -- ---- ----I IIYYYYIYIYI I I-~ -- ~- ~ -LIIUI
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FENCE FFFECT ON RFSTSTVTTY PROFILES
-_~__F~ - FNEF1 t VIVITVYa 10*AP0ARFNT-RFATSTyVyTY
5000 FO0T DTDPOLFS SENFDR AT -000 TO 0
- - -- ~II-~--__ ~ ___ -_E~~: I~I A 
___ 
___arur_4r~~4aFEN'.E AT X2 TO X2-L PARALLFL TO PROFTLE LINE
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